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Part A
fAnsrver afiy ttro questions from the foilowings]

1(a). Define the following terms:

i. Trivial and non-trivial pole

ii. All pole system and all zero system

l(b). Using long division, determine the inverse z-transform of

X1z) : ,*"+."r*. \\'hen RoC: zi> I

1-(c). Determine the z-transform and pole-zero plot of the signal

x(n): f])i'tnt
And also explain u'hether it is stable or unstable?

2{a). Discuss the major factors that influence the choice of a specific structure 3

realization.

2(b). What is the signihcance of the name "direct form structure realization"? 3

Dei,ermine the direct form Ii realization for a third.order IIR transfer

function.
a.2Bz2 -O.37gz+O.04Hlzt : 

usz3+oszz+arr z-a,
2{c). Draw the cascade realization structures for the s-vstem described by the 4

system function
(1-z-t 1tn\z)- / 

-

"\- / (r-i,-')(r-*,-,)

3(a). What is system function? Briefly discuss about the pole-zero cancellations. 2,5

3(b). Determine the response of the system y(n): fV(n-fl -iV@-Zl + x(n), to the 4

input signal x(n) : O1n1 - lOln-r1.
3(c). Why a linear time-invariant system is BIBO stable if and only if the ROC of 3.5

the system function includes the unit circle? Explain.
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Part B
[Ansrver any \hLeg questions from the followings']

4(a).WhatistheclifferencebelweenFouriertransformandDFT?1
4(b). Explain the symmetry and periodicity properlies of the phasor factor wx 5

using N : 4' Find the matrix W+ and using this matrix compute the 4-point

DFT of the sequence 
rln

x(n) : cos-

4(c). What is butterfly graph? Given that x(n): {0 1 2 3}' Find X(k) using 4

DIT FFT algorithm.

5(a). Define digital filter.

digital filters.

Discuss the five main steps involved in the design of 4

5(b). An FIR BandPass filter is
response sPecifi cations:

to be designed to meet the following frequenoy 2

e Passband 0'18 - 0'33 (normalized)

* Transition width 0.04 (nonnalized)

' Stopbanddeviation 0'001

e Passbanddeviation 0'05

Sketch the tolerance scheme for the filter'

5(c). The following transfer functions replesent two different filters meeting 4

identical amplitude-frequency response specifications:

(i) Hr(z) : (b0 + bl z'1 +bzz-Z) / (1 + a1Z-1+a2z-1) and

(ii) Hz(z) : 2,1o1=on(t<)z-k

For each f,tlter,

(p) State whether it is an FIR or iIR filter'

(q)Representthefilteringoperationinablockdiagramformandwritedown
the difference equation.

(r) Determine and comment on the computational and storage requirements'

5(a). Briefly discuss about filter implementation' 1'5

6(b). What is frequency warping? In the case of bilinear transfotmation, show that 4'5

the lrequency relation between time and frequency domain is ron-linear'

6(c). For lhe analog transform function 4

L
H(s): 

G+ 1Xi+ A
DetermineH(z)usingimpulseinvarianttechnique.AssumeT:1s'

1(a). Determine the IDFT of X(k) :{3,2+i,1,2-i)'
Zini. What are the common filtering objectives?

zi.j. Design a low pass FIR with 11 coefficients for the following specifications'

t Passband frequency edge = 0'25 KHz

Use Hamming window.

3
1

6
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